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Relation Between Early Diastolic
Mid-Ventricular Flow and Elastic Forces

Indicating Aneurysm Formation in
Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy
Mihai Strachinaru, MD, PhD, Roy Huurman, MD, Daniel J. Bowen, BSc, Arend F. L. Schinkel, MD, PhD,
Alexander Hirsch, MD, PhD, and Michelle Michels, MD, PhD, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Background: The early diastolic paradoxical midventricular flow is suggestive of apical aneurysm (AA) forma-
tion in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM). We aimed to determine whether early diastolic paradoxical mid-
ventricular flow may be a useful screening tool in patients, following the time progression of HCM to the
aneurysmal stage.
Methods:One hundred twenty-one HCM patients with dominant hypertrophy in the mid and apical segments,
based on echocardiography and/or cardiovascular magnetic resonance, were selected from our HCM data-
base, which comprises 1,332 patients. They were further stratified according to the presence of AA. All imag-
ing studies in a period of 16 years (2005-2021) were considered for time progression. Midventricular Doppler
(pulsed-wave, continuous-wave, color, and color M mode) were analyzed.
Results: Thirty-five patients (29% of the study group and 2.6% of all HCM patients) had AA. Early diastolic par-
adoxical midventricular flow had a sensitivity of 92% and specificity of 98.6% for the detection of AA in the study
group. In 108 patients, follow-up echocardiography was performed (median, 5 [3-9] studies). Sixteen patients
(15%)with 10 [7-12] years of follow-updisplayed progressive time changes in left ventricle (LV) apicalmorphology
and/or mid-LV flow. Ten patients (9%) progressed to an AA, during 7 [4-11] years of follow-up. Patients progress-
ing to AA were younger (P = .009), with more severe LV hypertrophy (P = .01) andmore often a significant mid-LV
systolic gradient ($30 mmHg, P < .001). A wall thickness over 20 mm had 70% sensitivity and 69% specificity in
detecting evolution toward AA. With significant systolic gradient, sensitivity was 80% and specificity was 62%.
Furthermore, patients with AA had a higher incidence of ventricular tachycardia (log-rank P = .03).
Conclusions: Early diastolic paradoxical midventricular flow reliably detects AA presence and should prompt
extra imaging studies. In HCM with mid and apical dominant involvement there is a progressive trend toward
aneurysm formation, especially in patients with wall thickness over 20 mm and significant mid-LV systolic
gradient ($30 mm Hg), which can be monitored through serial Doppler studies. (J Am Soc Echocardiogr
2022;35:846-56.)
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Patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) who develop an
apical aneurysm (AA) represent a relatively small subgroup in the
diverse clinical and morphologic spectrum of HCM.1-3 This
diagnosis usually requires a high index of suspicion and often
confirmation through cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR)
imaging.1-7 It has, however, been reported that this particular
phenotype is associated with higher rates of sudden cardiac death,
ventricular tachycardia (VT), stroke, and heart failure,1-8 regardless
of the presence of left ventricular (LV) outflow tract (LVOT)
obstruction. Accordingly, the presence of AA is considered a class
2a recommendation for primary prevention implantable
cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) implantation in the current 2020
American Heart Association/American College of Cardiology guide-
lines for the diagnosis and treatment of patients with HCM.9
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Abbreviations

2D = Two-dimensional

AA = Apical aneurysm

CMR = Cardiovascular

magnetic resonance

CW = Continuous wave

EDF = Early diastolic

paradoxical jet flow

ER = Elastic recoil

FIESTA = Fast Imaging

Employing Steady-State

Acquisition

HCM = Hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy

ICD = Implantable
cardioverter-defibrillator

IQR = Interquartile range

LV = Left ventricular, ventricle

LVEF = Left ventricular

ejection fraction

LVOT = Left ventricular
outflow tract

PW = Pulsed wave

VT = Ventricular tachycardia
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In HCM, AA is usually associ-
ated with a midventricular cavity
obstruction, which probably
plays an important role in the
development of the AA.1-3,10-13

The blood flow across the
midventricular obstruction (the
neck of the aneurysm) has been
interpreted in several ways. A
recent description by Po et al.10

considers the systolic and dia-
stolic flow pattern as a systolic
signal void, which is defined as
a complete cessation of flow
across the severe mid left
ventricle (LV) obstruction (blood
trapping in the AA), followed by
a paradoxical early diastolic jet,
directed away from the trans-
ducer, caused by
blood escaping from the aneu-
rysm in early diastole. Other
studies of Doppler flow define
the paradoxical diastolic jet flow
as a cornerstone finding, vali-
dating this with angiographic or
CMR studies.11-13 Po et al.10 hy-
pothesized that AA represented
an end-stage remodeling. They
suggest a temporal progression
frommid and apical LV hypertro-
phy with complete apical
emptying to the appearance of
an apical cavity and later aneurysm formation.
We hypothesized that the paradoxical diastolic jet may be an echo-

cardiographic marker for AA, with implications for the early recogni-
tion of this potential evolution, which in turn is essential for timely
treatment. We also aimed to test the time progression to AA and its
relationship with clinical outcome.
METHODS

Patient Selection

The study subjects were selected from our prospectively acquired
HCM database, where patients are included according to current
diagnostic criteria.4 In December 2021, the HCM database included
1,332 patients. Diagnosis of HCM was based on echocardiographic
and CMR documentation of LV hypertrophy with wall thickness
$15 mm, in the absence of another cardiac or systemic disease
capable of producing a similar hypertrophy.3,4 Our local protocol
consists of yearly visits, including echocardiographic examinations.
Genetic testing was offered systematically. Other exams are also per-
formed, on an individual patient basis, as clinically indicated (exercise
testing, Holter registration, contrast echocardiography, coronary an-
giograms, CMR, computed tomography). Themajority of the patients
in our HCM program undergo CMR, either at inclusion or later on, as
clinically indicated.
Patients followed in this database between 2005 and 2021 were

selected if they had dominant hypertrophy in the mid and apical
segments2 or a tendency to end-systolic midcavity collapse. Patients
were excluded if they were ventricular paced at baseline, had LV
dysfunction (ejection fraction <50%) or prior septal reduction ther-
apy. The presence of an ICD was not considered an exclusion crite-
rion, as long as the baseline rhythm was not paced. This resulted in
121 patients (9%). In these patients, an in-depth analysis of all avail-
able echocardiograms and CMRs was undertaken.
Apical aneurysmwas defined as a discrete thin-walled dyskinetic or

akinetic segment of the most distal portion of the LV chamber.
Obstructive atherosclerotic coronary artery disease was excluded as
a cause of AA formation by (1) absence of significant coronary artery
stenosis ($50%) of the left anterior descending artery by coronary
angiography or computed tomography and (2) absence of a history
of acute coronary syndrome.
The 121 patients were further divided into groups:

Group 1: AA patients (n = 35: Figure 1, Videos 1 and 2, available
at www.onlinejase.com).
Group 2: Patients having midventricular obliteration, leading to an
‘‘hourglass’’ systolic shape of the LV cavity, by isolating a systolic
apical chamber but with preserved wall motion (no akinesia or
dyskinesia in the apical segments). The midcavity obliteration
was defined as a mid-LV systolic gradient$ 30 mmHg, regardless
of whether the obliteration of the walls was visually complete or
induced by abnormal papillary muscles. This group was defined
as the hyperkinetic mid-LV group with mid-LV obliteration and
persistent apical cavity (n = 17: Figure 2, Videos 3 and 4, available
at www.onlinejase.com).
Group 3: Patients with virtually complete systolic emptying of the
mid and apical LV (n = 69: Figure 3, Videos 5 and 6, available at
www.onlinejase.com). Significant systolic mid-LV gradient was
not always present in this group. This was the hyperkinetic apex
group with total apical emptying.

The institutional Medical Ethics Committee waives for approval
retrospective observational studies. All patients provided written
informed consent for the use of their data.
Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance

Cardiovascular magnetic resonance imaging was performed at least
once in 85 of the 121 patients (70%). Not all patients underwent
CMR in our center, and these scans were collected from the referring
centers. Cine sequences were performed in standard long- and short-
axis views with full LV coverage. Given the heterogeneity of the CMR
examinations, we refrained from quantifying late gadolinium
enhancement. All CMR studies were read by an imaging cardiologist
(M.S.). The LV morphology, distribution of hypertrophy, and pres-
ence of an AA or systolic midcavity obliteration were noted, along
with the ejection fraction and maximal wall thickness.
Echocardiography

We included all the echocardiographic studies performed in the
selected patient’s group. All echocardiographic examinations are per-
formed according to a strict and complete protocol, including all clas-
sical windows, color Doppler studies, continuous-wave (CW)
Doppler, progressive pulsed-wave (PW) Doppler interrogation from
apex to the LVOT, and LV color M mode.
All echocardiographic studies were retrospectively reviewed by 2

observers: 1 cardiology resident (R.H.) and 1 experienced imaging
cardiologist (M.S.).

http://www.onlinejase.com
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HIGHLIGHTS

� Mid-LV EDF is a reliable marker of aneurysm in HCM.

� There is a trend of progression from a hyperkinetic apex to AA.

� Progressing patients have more severe hypertrophy and mid-

LV gradient.

� Abnormal mid-LVearly diastolic flow should raise awareness of

aneurysm presence.
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TheDoppler study noted the presence and direction of midventric-
ular flow, the maximal velocity, and the velocity-time integral of the
flow in systole and diastole. For each patient the time evolution of
the flow during follow-up was compared with the evolution of LV
morphology (eg, possible development of AA not existing at
baseline).
The early diastolic paradoxical jet flow (EDF) was defined as mid-

ventricular paradoxical (apex-to-base) flow occurring in early diastole,
which begins before the onset of mitral inflow. Timingwas established
by analyzing the color, PW, and CW Doppler and color M-mode
Figure 1 Group 1 patient. (A) End-diastolic and end-systolic frames
Color Doppler in diastole and systole showing velocity increase in the
from the same patient, confirming AA. (D) Color M-mode through t
mitral inflow (E and A) are visualized (E and A). (E, F)Mid-LV PW an
(arrow) and before the E wave.
images (Figure 1). Any flow starting after the onset of mitral inflow
was not considered abnormal.10-13

The elastic recoil (ER) flow was defined as a mid-LV nonparadox-
ical (from base to apex) early diastolic flow, beginning before the
onset of mitral inflow (Figure 4, Video 7, available at www.
onlinejase.com).
Other Imaging Studies

In patients for whom no CMRwas available, other complementary
imaging studies were considered. Contrast-enhanced echocardiogra-
phy,10,14,15 left ventriculography in the right anterior oblique projec-
tion,10-12 and cardiac computed tomography16 were used as
reference methods in patients without CMR studies.
Clinical Impact

To assess the difference in prognosis between groups, we noted the
occurrence during follow-up of the complications classically associ-
ated with an AA (arrhythmic events, apical thrombus, and thrombo-
embolic stroke, as well as all-causemortality). Arrhythmic events were
documented from electrocardiogram recordings, Holter monitoring,
in apical 4 chambers. The AA is visible as an eccentric pouch. (B)
aneurysm neck. (C)CMRend-diastolic and end-systolic images
he mid-LV. The systolic (S) flow, early diastolic flow (EDF), and
d CW Doppler. Note that EDF starts after the aortic closing click

http://www.onlinejase.com
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Figure 2 Group 2 patient (hyperkinetic mid-LV with mid-LV obliteration and persistent apical cavity). Panel order corresponds to that
in Figure 1. Notice in panel A the systolic cavity (Cav, arrow) after mid-LV closing and the specific hourglass shape of the LV cavity in
systole. There is systolic flow (S) at mid-LV, but no paradoxical flow (D).
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and Holter function of ICD devices. Ventricular tachycardia was
defined as a documented episode consisting of a run of a minimum
of 3 complexes, with a frequency of at least 120/min,8 including
both nonsustained and sustained VT. Appropriate ICD shock or
resuscitated sudden cardiac death was also pooled in the same
arrhythmic events. Additionally, the number of new ICD implanta-
tions from the start of follow-up were noted.
Time Progression

All imaging available during the follow-up of patients in the 3
defined groups was analyzed. Patients with 2 or more echocardio-
grams were considered for analysis. Progression was defined as a
morphologic change in the mid and apical LVor a change in the mid-
cavity Doppler flow (new flow, change in the direction of flow).
Statistical Analysis

Data are expressed as mean 6 SD for continuous variables, pro-
portions for categorical variables, and median [interquartile range
(IQR)] for nonnormally distributed variables. Differences between
groups were assessed by one-way analysis of variance. For significant
intergroup differences, post hoc analysis was performed using
Tukey’s honestly significant difference test. The sensitivity and spec-
ificity of EDF in detecting AAwere assessed in the group of patients
having extra imaging modalities (CMR, contrast echocardiography,
left ventriculography, cardiac computed tomography) to confirm
the apical morphology. For clinical outcomes a Kaplan-Meier test
was used, with log-rank classification. P values < .05 were consid-
ered significant.
RESULTS

The main characteristics of these patient groups are depicted in
Table 1. Thirty-five patients had an AA (2.6% from the entire database
and 28.9% from the total study group).

By one-way analysis of variance, significant intergroup differences
existed for age, blood pressure, LV diameter, maximal wall thickness,
LVejection fraction (LVEF), and the intraventricular gradient. Post hoc
analysis noted that patients with AA (group 1) and with mid-LVoblit-
eration and persistent apical cavity (group 2) had significantly more
hypertrophy than patients with total apical emptying (group 3); the
persistent apical cavity group, significantly higher LVEF than the total
apical emptying group; and the AA group, higher mid-LV gradient
than the total apical emptying group (Table 1).

Two-dimensional echocardiography was performed at least once
in all patients (range between 1 and 16 times, median of 4 echocar-
diograms/patient [IQR, 1-8]). Apical aneurysm was best visualized
in the apical 4-chamber view in 12 patients, in the 2-chamber view
in 18 patients, and in the 3-chamber view in 5 patients.



Figure 3 Group 3 patient (hyperkinetic apex group with complete apical emptying). The panel order corresponds to that in Figures 1
and 2, except for the color M-mode panel. Note the absence of early diastolic abnormal flow.
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In 95 patients, LV morphology was confirmed by other imaging
studies. Cardiovascular magnetic resonance was performed at least
once in 85 patients (70%). In 10 patients (8%), other imaging studies
were available as reference: 1 patient had contrast echocardiography,
4 underwent left ventriculography, and 5 had cardiac computed to-
mographies. The remaining 27 patients (22%) had no alternative
reference imaging studies to confirm LV morphology.

The performance of EDF in detecting an AA was analyzed in the
95-patient group with other imaging studies available. Early diastolic
paradoxical jet flow was present in 25 patients (26%), of which in
1 case AA was absent. Two confirmed AA patients had no EDF
(2%). Sensitivity was 92%, with 98.6% specificity.

The average of the mid-LV systolic velocity in group 1 patients
(AA) was 2.4 6 0.7 m/s, EDF velocity was 1.8 6 0.9 m/s, and
velocity-time integral was 27 6 14 cm. Fifteen patients (12%) had
an ER flow (base-to-apex early diastolic flow preceding the mitral
inflow): 2 from the AA group (6%), 8 from the persistent apical cavity
group (47%; Figure 4, Video 7, available at www.onlinejase.com), and
5 (7%) from the total apical emptying group.
Time Progression

We analyzed all imaging available during the follow-up of the patients
in group 1 (AA; follow-up of 3 [1-7] years), group 2 (persistent apical
cavity group; follow-up of 7 [1-12] years), and group 3 (apical
emptying group; follow-up of 4 [1-8] years). Thirteen patients had
only 1 entry echocardiography and were not considered in the time
progression analysis. In the remaining group of 108 patients, the me-
dian number of echocardiography examinations was 5 [IQR = 3-9],
with a range from 2 (20 patients) up to 25 exams (1 patient).
Sixteen patients (15%) showed progressive time changes in their
LV apical morphology and/or mid-LV flow during a median follow-
up of 10 [7-12] years, with a median of 8 [IQR = 5-12] echocardio-
grams per patient. From these 16 patients, 10 developed AA
confirmed by CMR (28% of the AA group). These 10 patients had
the longest follow-up, with a median duration of 12 [7-14] years.

The main clinical and echocardiographic features of the 10 patients
evolving to AA during the study period, compared with the 92 stable
ones, are depicted in Table 2. Patients progressing to AA were
younger (P = .009), with more severe hypertrophy (P = .01) and
higher prevalence of a significant mid-LV systolic gradient
($30 mm Hg as defined in the Methods section; P < .001).
Hypertrophy exceeding 20 mm had a sensitivity of 70% and speci-
ficity of 69% in detecting patients who evolved to AA. For the mid-
LV systolic gradient, the sensitivity was 80% and the specificity was
62%. We followed the evolution of the LV morphology and mid-LV
flow patterns, as described in the Methods section. All 10 patients
started with a group 3morphology (complete apical emptying). A sig-
nificant systolic mid-LV gradient was present in 8 of 10. Five patients
evolved first to a group 2 morphology (mid-LV obliteration with
persistent apical cavity), which preceded the transition to the AA.
The AA was detected after a follow-up of 7 [IQR = 4-11] years
(Figure 5). Early diastolic paradoxical jet flow was present in every pa-
tient in the moment of AA diagnosis. Of note, 2 patients had EDF
before the onset of the typical AA (2 and 3 years before). In these 2
patients the apical morphology was confirmed with serial CMR
studies. Elastic recoil flow, when present (2 patients), preceded the
EDF and AA diagnosis (Figure 5).

Six patients displayed other morphologic and/or functional
changes, without evolving to the AA stage. These also first presented

http://www.onlinejase.com


Figure 4 Elastic recoil early diastolic flow in group 2 patient (hyperkinetic mid-LV with mid-LV obliteration and persistent apical cavity
but no aneurysm). The LV has an hourglass shape in systole. (A, B) End-diastolic and end-systolic frames demonstrating apical cavity
(Cav, arrow). (C)Midsystolic frame showing systolic gradient. (D) Early diastolic frame showing flow acceleration from base to apex
through the mid-LV (ER). (E, F) PW and CW Doppler at mid-LV demonstrating the presence and the temporal sequence of flow: sys-
tolic (S), ER (arrow), and E and A waves.
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with a group 3 morphology. Two evolved to group 2 (mid-LVobliter-
ation with persistent apical cavity), and 3 developed an ER flow
pattern not present at baseline but without morphologic changes.
One developed a significant mid-LV systolic gradient not present at
baseline.
Clinical Outcomes

Clinical outcomes were analyzed in the whole group (follow-up of 4
[IQR = 1-8] years) and subdivided according to the groups defined in
the Methods section. In the Kaplan-Meier event-free survival analysis
(Figure 6), VT occurred significantly more in group 1 (n = 21)
compared with group 3 (n = 18, log-rank P = .03). All-cause death
was also statistically borderline significant between groups 1 and 2
(log-rank P = .051) and not significant for the other comparisons
(Table 3). Although ICD implantation in group 1 (31%) was
numerically more prevalent than in group 3 (13%), it did not reach
statistical significance in the pairwise comparisons (log-rank
P = .09). An apical thrombus was detected in 2 cases, only in the
AA group (group 1). Likewise, embolic events were very rare due
to the systematic use of anticoagulants (2 in group 1 in the cases pre-
senting with apical thrombus and 1 in group 3). Therefore, no statis-
tical analysis was performed for these events.
DISCUSSION

The main findings of this study are as follows: (1) During long-term
follow-up we detected a trend of progression from a hyperkinetic
apex to midcavity obliteration with persistence of an apical cavity
and finally aneurysm formation. (2) An early diastolic midventricular



Table 1 Baseline characteristics of the study population

Total,

N = 121

Group 1,

n = 35

Group 2,

n = 17

Group 3,

n = 69

P value,

intergroups

P value,

1 vs 2

P value,

1 vs 3

P value,

2 vs 3

Age, years 58 6 13 59 6 13 47 6 15 60 6 12 <.0001 .002 .95 <.0001

Gender, male (%) 62 (51) 13 (37) 10 (59) 39 (57) .14

Height, cm 171 6 9 170 6 10 171 6 9 171 6 9 .89

Weight, kg 79 6 14 79 6 13 74 6 15 80 6 13 .30

Body mass index 27 6 4 28 6 5 26 6 4 28 6 4 .25

Systolic BP, mm Hg 133 6 20 130 6 17 124 6 17 137 6 21 .02 .55 .19 .03

Diastolic BP, mm Hg 77 6 11 73 6 12 76 6 10 79 6 11 .03 .58 .03 .60

LV diastolic diameter, mm 49 6 6 49 6 5 43 6 5 50 6 6 <.0001 .002 .88 <.0001

Maximal wall thickness, mm 20 6 4 21 6 5 22 6 4 18 6 3 <.0001 .89 .001 .004

LVEF, % 63 6 9 64 6 11 68 6 9 61 6 8 .02 .25 .37 .02

Mid-LV systolic gradient, m/s 2.0 6 0.9 2.4 6 0.7 2.0 6 0.9 1.6 6 0.8 <.0001 .19 <.0001 .19

CMR (%) 85 (70) 23 (66) 13 (76) 49 (71) .74

Significant P values (<.05) are highlighted in bold.

BP, blood pressure.
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paradoxical flow is a reliable marker for the presence of AA in HCM
with dominant mid and apical involvement. (3) Patients with severe
hypertrophy (wall thickness over 20 mm) and significant mid-LV sys-
tolic gradient (at least 30 mm Hg) had a higher chance of developing
an AA over time.

Apical aneurysm formation is not solely limited to the apical forms
of HCM.1-3 The main condition that is common to all HCM patients
developing an AA is the presence of a midcavity systolic collapse,
which seems to generate the strain forces leading to aneurysm
formation.10-12 This then leads to a higher prevalence of
arrhythmia, apical thrombosis, embolic events, death, and heart
failure.4-9 We based our study on a large HCM cohort followed in
our center. The prevalence of AA in our population was similar to
Table 2 Clinical and echocardiographic features of the patients e
remaining morphologically and functionally stable

Patients

stable

Age, years 59

Gender, male (%) 47

Body mass index 27

Systolic BP, mm Hg 134

Diastolic BP, mm Hg 78

LV diastolic diameter, mm 49

Maximal wall thickness, mm 19

LVEF, % 63

Significant mid-LV systolic gradient, $30 mm Hg (%) 17

LVOT gradient, m/s 1.6

Significant P values (<.05) are highlighted in bold.

BP, blood pressure.
the one previously reported (2.6% of 1,332 in our study vs 2% of
1,299 in Maron et al.1).

In HCM the echocardiographic detection of AA, especially if small
and eccentric, can be difficult.1,2,10,13 This is even more challenging in
the near field, which is not optimally visualized with phased-array car-
diac probes. The midventricular region, on the other hand, as well as
the midventricular flow can be easily imaged in most patients, even if
two-dimensional (2D) imaging is not ideal.13

We set out to find an easy and reliable echocardiographic marker to
detect or predict AA formation, justifying the indication for other im-
aging (CMR, electrocardiogram-gated computed tomography). One
obvious candidate could have been deformation imaging,17,18 which
has proved of clinical value in numerous pathologies. However,
volving to an AA during follow-up compared with the patients

remaining

, n = 92

Patients evolving to an

AA during the follow-up, n = 10 P value

6 13 47 6 16 .009

(51) 5 (50) .95

6 4 27 6 5 .75

6 19 124 6 13 .09

6 11 72 6 14 .13

6 6 50 6 4 .59

6 4 23 6 8 .01

6 9 63 6 10 .96

(18) 8 (80) <.001

6 1.0 1.23 6 0.3 .33



Figure 5 Timeline progression of LV morphology and mid-LV flow in the 16 patients with evolution during follow-up. The time scale is
divided into 3-year time units. Patients are indicated by P followed by a number, and their follow-up is represented by horizontal blue
bars. The morphologic groups are represented by rhombuses, the significant systolic gradient ($30 mmHg) with a circle, and the ER
flow and EDF with triangles pointing upward and downward, respectively. (A) Patients evolving to an AA morphology. Early diastolic
paradoxical jet flow was always present at the moment of AA diagnosis, but in 2 patients (P8 and P10) it preceded the AA by 3 and
2 years, respectively. This was confirmed with serial CMR studies. (B) Patients displaying other morphologic and/or functional
changes. These 6 patients evolved from group 3 to group 2 (2 patients) or remained in group 3 but modified their mid-LV flow profile.
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current tracking algorithms perform less well in oddly shaped ventri-
cles,19 such as in HCM with eccentric aneurysms. Another clinical
tool that has been used for detection of the AA in this patient popula-
tion is contrast-enhanced ultrasound.10,15,20However, contrast studies
were not systematically performed in our large database due to the
long time frame (>15 years) over which the data were collected.
Based on clinical observations13 and previous works10-12 we
hypothesized that midventricular Doppler (PW, CW, color 2D, and
M mode) would serve as a simple and robust detection tool.

Apical aneurysm detection through Doppler studies and mid-LV
EDF displayed an excellent sensitivity and specificity, confirming find-
ings from other groups.10-12 In these studies, sensitivity has been
reported to range between 95% and 100% and specificity to range
between 94% and 100%.
Physiopathology of Flow

We defined EDF as early diastolic flow from apex to base at the
level of the intraventricular obstruction and occurring before the
mitral inflow. This flow has already been described elsewhere.1,10-
12 Po et al.10 consider it only an epiphenomenon and reciprocal
to midsystolic Doppler signal void. In our patient population we
noticed that EDF starts during the isovolumetric relaxation period,
after the LV begins to relax and before the mitral inflow can
reverse the direction of flow at the level of obstruction (Figure 1,
Supplemental Figure 1, Video 8, available at www.onlinejase.
com). The flow across the obstruction site can even be continuous
during systole and early diastole. This is probably dependent on the
degree of mid-LV obstruction, timing of relaxation, or pressure
building in the AA during systole (Supplemental Figure 2, Video 9,

http://www.onlinejase.com
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Table 3 Clinical outcomes in the study groups

Total, N = 121

Group 1, AA,

n = 35

Group 2, mid-LV obliteration

with persistent apical

cavity, n = 17

Group 3, apical

emptying hyperkinetic

apex, n = 69

Kaplan-Meier log-rank P

1 vs 2 1 vs 3 2 vs 3

VT 49 (41) 21 10 18 .82 .03 .15

ICD 25 (21) 11 5 9 .09 .09 .26

Apical thrombus 2 (2) 2 0 0 — — —

Embolic event 3 (3) 2 0 1 .22 .22 .57

Death 12 (10) 6 1 5 .051 .21 .19

Follow-up duration, years 4 [1-8] 3 [1-7] 7 [1-12] 4 [1-8] — — —

Significant P values (<.05) are highlighted in bold. Numbers in parentheses are percentages. Numbers in brackets are IQRs.
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available at www.onlinejase.com). Either way, EDF represents a
diastolic event, in the sense that it is conditioned by the relaxation
of the mid and apical LV.

There is indeed flow cessation inmid to late systole, but not always;
sometimes there is continuous residual flow (Supplemental Figure 2,
Video 9, available at www.onlinejase.com) through the dynamic
obstruction site. In systole, the obstruction leads to a building up of
pressure, which is converted into elastic potential energy through
aneurysm expansion. In early diastole, the elastic forces are converted
back into pressure and flow through the relaxing mid-LV, emptying
the blood trapped in the AA in systole (EDF).

In contrast, normal or hyper apical contractility, associated or not
with apical emptying, may display early diastolic base-to-apex flow
that precedesmitral inflow. In the case of group 3 patients (total apical
emptying), we consider that ERmay be secondary to suction forces in
the apex, manifesting in early diastole after a hyperdynamic apical
contraction, followed by an equally hyperdynamic relaxation. Of
note, ER was more prevalent (47%) in group 2 (patients having
mid-LV obliteration with persistent apical cavity in systole but no
aneurysm). This means that complete emptying is not absolutely
necessary for ER. In this case it would rather reflect a true ER motion
of the apical cavity (probably relaxing faster than the mid-LV because
of its thinner walls). This flow pattern has not been properly docu-
mented before in HCM patients and warrants extra research.
However, given the time evolution that we observed in our patients
(Figure 6) and the prerequisite of high apical pressures in the forma-
tion of AAs,10-12 we are inclined to consider this flow as an important
echocardiographic marker of midventricular obliteration, requiring
further imaging to exclude early stages of AA.

Time Progression

One of the open questions in previous work was the possible contin-
uum from the apical hypercontractile morphology to AA forma-
tion.10,21,22 In our study we identified a time evolution in flow and
morphology that confirms this hypothesis. A significant proportion
of the AA patients (28%) showed progression over time. Most impor-
tantly, the time needed for this progression was 5 to 10 years,
meaning that changes occur over a longer period and early detection
should allow for timely intervention (ICD implantation or possibly
anticoagulation).1,4,9

In HCM patients with severe LV hypertrophy ($20 mm) in the
mid and/or apical segments and patients with mid-LV obliteration
and significant systolic gradient ($30 mm Hg) there is a risk of
progression frommid/apical hypercontractility to an AA. In their evo-
lution, these patients may pass through an intermediate phase where
an apical cavity is formed in systole (an hourglass systolic shape of the
LV), but without akinesia or dyskinesia (Figure 6). In about 50% of the
cases, this intermediate phase may be accompanied by a nonparadox-
ical midventricular flow in early diastole directed toward the apex
(ER), induced by hyperdynamic relaxation or ER. This phase corre-
sponds to the systolic apical cavity phase described by Po et al.10

After a total evolution of 5 to 10 years, apical dyskinesia may appear,
generating the EDF. Based on our study results, the driving mecha-
nism in the development of AA seems to be the midcavity systolic
gradient, especially in very hypertrophic ventricles. This gradient
translates into chronically elevated wall stress in the LV apex, which
is disproportionately high compared with the mid and basal LV walls,
probably leading to dilation and progressive fibrosis. Early diastolic
paradoxical jet flow may be a very sensitive tool in detecting this evo-
lution, especially in small AA, which may be morphologically diag-
nosed later.

It is, however, noteworthy that some of the patients with significant
mid-LV pressure gradient did not develop AA, in some cases over long
observation periods (Figure 6B). The significant mid-LV systolic
gradient may be a requirement or a predisposing factor for AA, but
not all patients with significant gradient will evolve to AA, at least
within the time frame in which our cases were followed (5-10 years).

Clinical Impact

As previously known,1-9,22 the complication rates were significantly
higher in patients with an AA than in the other forms of HCM.
Apical thrombosis was, as expected, only present in the AA group,
but the number of embolic events recorded during follow-up was
too small (2 in the AA group and 1 in the hypercontractile LV group)
to allow a significant statistical analysis. The occurrence of VT was
significantly more frequent in the AA group. All-cause mortality was
statistically borderline (P = .051) but numerically more frequent in
the AA group. It is therefore important to actively seek the transition
to these morphofunctional stages, along with the routine screening
for arrhythmias. However, the overall number of adverse outcomes
in this study may be too small for a robust analysis and conclusion.

We propose that patients should be referred for CMR studies or at
least contrast-enhanced echocardiography as soon as an EDF is de-
tected. In patients with severe hypertrophy and midcavity systolic
gradient, changes in the early diastolic mid-LV flow pattern (ER or
EDF) should also warrant awareness of aneurysm presence. This
should allow detection of AA in an early stage, preventing clinical
complications.

Limitations

Despite our large database, the number of AA patients remains
limited. Only around 2% of HCM patients had this morphology.1,10

http://www.onlinejase.com
http://www.onlinejase.com


Figure 6 Kaplan-Meier event-free survival analysis for VT (A), embolic events (B), ICD implantation (C), and all-cause death (D). The
numbers at risk at each time point are listed below the time axis. Significant differences were noted for VT and borderline for all-cause
death. Group 1: AA patients; group 2:mid-LV obliterationwith persistent apical cavity without aneurysm; group 3: apical systolic com-
plete emptying.
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We also do not have systematic three-dimensional echocardiography
in studies dating back to 2005. Three-dimensional echocardiography
has since evolved and allows for systematic clinical use.23

In this database study we were unable to perfectly determine the
earliest moment when AA could be diagnosed. Such a question
may only be answered by using serial contrast echocardiograms or
CMRs. This remains practically less feasible in a very large population
and for longitudinal serial studies. For the same reasons, not all pa-
tients had CMR, and serial CMR studies were performed only
when clinically indicated. On the other hand, in 2 evolving patients
who did have serial CMRs, we could show that EDF was present
before the AA was seen on CMR. Also, in the 16 patients who
showed progression during follow-up, a median number of 8
[IQR = 5-12] echocardiograms were performed during a median
follow-up of 10 [7-12] years, limiting the bias.

Given the low prevalence of AA, systematic CMR in a prospective
design should be based on the results of simple and reliable screening
methods (like the mid-LV Doppler studies).

Future Directions

We describe an intermediate phase of apical hypercontractility and
hyperdynamic relaxation, defined by a positive abnormal early dia-
stolic Doppler flow in the mid-LV. This phase is incompletely un-
derstood. It is also interesting that this flow might be able to
temporarily mask the EDF as marker of an AA. Therefore this pa-
tient’s category should be subject to further research. It is also un-
clear which patients will develop an AA and which will remain
stationary.

Moreover, accurately timed Doppler studies may be regarded as
difficult, according to the operator’s experience. It would be inter-
esting if other methods based on 2D or even M-mode studies could
provide similar detection capability. This needs to be further tested in
prospective longitudinal studies.

Lastly, emerging echocardiographic methods use high frame rate
imaging in determining the myocardial stiffness24,25 and even the
presence of scars.26 This has yet to be tested in apical forms of
HCM.
CONCLUSION

Midventricular abnormal early diastolic flow reliably detects aneu-
rysm formation in HCM patients with mid and apical involvement
and midcavity collapse. There is a trend in the evolution toward aneu-
rysm formation, especially in patients with wall thickness over 20mm
and significant mid-LV systolic gradient ($30 mm Hg), which can be
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monitored through serial Doppler studies. Any abnormal early dia-
stolic flow in the obstruction area should prompt additional and serial
imaging for AA to treat and potentially avoid the higher complication
rate associated with these aneurysms.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary data related to this article can be found at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.echo.2022.04.010.
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Supplemental Figure 1 Early diastolic paradoxical flow timing in AA patient. (A, B) PW and CW Doppler, respectively, through the
aneurysm neck. Note that in panel B the Doppler line of interrogation is traced in the apical 3-chamber view, intersecting the aortic
valve. The aortic closing click is visible (arrow), and EDF starts right after. (C) Apical 4-chamber color Mmode: a vertical dotted line is
added to mark the onset of the EDF; an oblique dotted line is traced along the leading edge of the early diastolic ventricular filling flow
(E), which appears as red (directed toward the transducer), after the mitral valve opening. Early diastolic paradoxical jet flow starts
before the mitral valve opening and inflow. (D) Apical 3-chamber color M mode. The interrogation line intersects both the aneurysm
neck and the LVOT. A first vertical dotted linemarks the end of the ejection flow through the LVOT. A second vertical linewas traced at
the start of the EDF, which starts after the LVOT forward flow ceased.
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Supplemental Figure 2 Continuous flow through the aneurysm neck. The EDF starts somewhere in midsystole (A, B: PW and CW
Doppler, respectively). The apex-to-base flow through the narrowing is uninterrupted during systolic flow (S) and EDF (A). Early dia-
stolic paradoxical jet flow precedes the mitral opening and inflow (B, C, D). There is systolodiastolic apex-to-base flow through the
narrowing until the mitral inflow (E and A) reverses the flow direction in late diastole (D). MI, Mitral insufficiency.
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